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V A R I E TA L F O C U S :

Lance Cutler
R I E S L I N G I S A N A R O M A T I C white grape that originated in the Rhine
region of Germany. DNA fingerprinting suggests that Riesling comes from
Gouais Blanc (Heunisch in Germany) and is a cross between Traminer and
wild vines. The grape is noted for perfumed aromas of citrus, apple, peach
and apricot, along with high acidity. Riesling can be made in a wide variety
of styles, from dry to very sweet. It is infrequently blended with other grape
varieties, rarely receives oak aging and hardly ever undergoes malolactic
fermentation because producers prefer to maintain the tart, crisp acidity to
carry the flavors and refresh the palate.
Riesling is the most popular grape variety in Germany and Alsace, where
it accounts for 21 percent and 22 percent, respectively, of all grapes grown in
the two regions. In Austria it is the second most popular grape after Grüner
Veltliner. Riesling is running neck and neck with Chardonnay as Washington
state’s most popular white variety. The New York Finger Lakes region is
deservedly known for producing fine Riesling as are California, Oregon,
Michigan, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and dozens of other places.
Wherever it is grown, Riesling has an affinity for cool climates. The vines are
hard-wooded and handle cold weather very well. They like cool hillsides with
plenty of sun exposure but not a lot of wind. Berries are small, clusters are
tight, and vines are capable of good vigor and production, usually between
2 and 5 tons per acre. Because Riesling ripens later than most other white
winegrapes, late season rains can be a problem, presenting bunch rot or
molds, although if the mold is Botrytis cinerea, or “noble rot,” it can produce
incredibly complex, sweet wine.
In Germany, the level of sugar at harvest time helps determine the type
of wine it will become. Kabinett is made from the least-ripe grapes, usually
made in a drier style and tends toward low alcohol (in the 8 to 10 percent
range). Grapes for Spatlese are picked later in the harvest season with more
sugar and can be made in either a sweet or dry style. Auslese is usually made
from selected berries from clusters of grapes. These wines can also be dry
or sweet, but exhibit more depth and weight on the palate. Beerenauslese is
usually made into luxuriant desert wines, and Trockenbeerenauslese is ultraconcentrated wine made from berries infected with Botrytis cinerea.
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Both Alsace and Austria prefer that most of their Rieslings be dry. Alsatian
Rieslings tend to be thick-bodied and higher in alcohol with crisp acidity
and the ability to age very well. They will produce late harvest Vendange
Tardive or Botrytized Sélection de Grains Nobles when conditions allow.
Austrian Riesling is not known for sweet wine and usually incorporates little
Botrytized fruit into its Riesling production. The wine tends to be higher
in alcohol and can exhibit a long finish with hints of white pepper. Riesling
from the Finger Lakes region shows a delightful crisp minerality, possibly
due to the high concentration of shale in the soil. Oregon Rieslings are
characterized by crisp acidity and minerality with honeyed, floral character.
Washington state prefers a fresh, floral, flavorful style that is firmly rooted in
minerality with a good acid backbone.
The versatility of Riesling allows winemakers to produce a wide variety of
wines. Fruity aromatic wines can certainly be enjoyed young, but Riesling’s
naturally high acidity and wide range of flavors allow for great results from
extended aging. With aging, Riesling can develop the prized “petrol” aromas
associated with so many of the great producers. The complexities of peach,
apricot, floral and petrol can almost overwhelm the senses and suggest something rich and possibly sweet. But then that natural acidity will kick in and
create an astonishing length in the finish.
For this Varietal Focus we looked at three distinctive regions across the
United States. New York state, which had some of the earliest plantings of
Riesling in America, features Fred Merwarth from the iconic Hermann
J. Wiemer Vineyard, Peter Weis from the equally iconic Dr. Konstantin
Frank’s Vinifera Wine Cellars and Nancy Irelan from Red Tail Ridge Winery.
Washington state is the largest producer of Riesling in the United States and
gave us Bob Bertheau and Wendy Stuckey of Chateau Ste. Michelle,
Gilles Nicault from Long Shadows and Nicolas Quillé from Pacific Rim.
After a long drought in popularity, Riesling has seen a resurgence in Oregon
and brings Scott Neal from Coeur de Terre Vineyard, Chris Williams from
Brooks winery and Nate Klosterman from Argyle Winery.

POET’S LEAP
RIESLING
C O LU M B I A VA L L E Y

Oregon
Oregon Riesling dates back to 1961 when Richard Sommer decided to
plant Riesling in the Umpqua Valley for his Hillcrest Vineyards venture.
In a short time, plantings spread north into the Willamette Valley, and by
1985 almost 25 percent of Oregon’s total wine production was dedicated to
Riesling. Unfortunately, at that time most of the Rieslings were made sweet
from relatively high tonnage vineyards. It was hoped these sweeter wines
would appeal to novice wine drinkers. While it may have worked in the
short term, wine drinkers quickly became bored with these sweet Rieslings.
As the wine industry in Oregon developed, Pinot Noir became the chosen
grape variety along, with Pinot Gris and Chardonnay. Riesling fell out of

ARGYLE WINERY

favor, and by 2005, it accounted for just 3 or 4 percent of Oregon’s planted
acreage. More recently winemakers have been looking to make Riesling in
a drier style that takes advantage of the cool-climate region, the distinctive
variety of soils and the extended growing season. Riesling has had a resurgence, and plantings have increased. In 2012, there were more than 800 acres
planted.
Growing conditions in Oregon demonstrate cooler temperatures and a
lot more rainfall than Washington state. At the same time, weather is more
temperate than in the Finger Lakes, with winter snow being much less
a factor. The cool climate and relatively small yields give Oregon Riesling
a bracing acidic backbone with floral white blossom character and a firm
tension between fruit and acid.
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V A R I E TA L F O C U S :

Coeur de Terre
Vineyard
2006 Willamette Valley Dry Riesling
(12.2% alc.) $19, R.S. 1.0, TA .77, pH 3.02

Tasting Notes

Scott Neal and his wife Lisa established Coeur de Terre Vineyard in 1998.

They are very hands-on and responsible for all aspects of the vineyard and
winery operations. All new plants are grafted at the estate in their greenhouse from hand-selected vines in their vineyard. All viticulture activity
is directed by them, and all winemaking is done on-site by them in microsized lots, keeping all blocks separate until final bottling.

According to Neal:
“We are trying to make a Riesling that my wife and I would like to drink.
It would be a dry wine with a sense of place and the ability to elevate over
time, maturing from austere to rounder flavors and developing that classic
Riesling petrol character.
“These grapes came from the Hyland Vineyard, which has some of the
oldest Riesling vines in Yamhill County, dating back 39 years. The vineyards
sit at 750 feet and have a southern exposure. Growing on Jory soil, the vines
are own-rooted and planted to 10x6 foot spacings.
The vineyard is dry-farmed and typically has
windy afternoons. We do a small amount of leaf
pulling on the east side, will green fruit drop at
veraison and are aggressive about shoot positioning. Production runs 2.5 tons per acre. The
wind usually means there is little disease, but we
will spray for powdery mildew. We get long hang
times, and usually pick in November.
“Weather and rain events are the keys to determining when to pick. We also look for a balance
of flavor, and we prefer alcohols under 12 percent.
We look for the acid to drop and let the grapes
hang until weather forces us to pick. Typically we pick in the 19° to 21.5° Brix
range, getting up to 22° Brix in warm years.
“Grapes were hand-picked into quarter-ton bins. We removed leaves and
mildewed grapes and selectively sorted Botrytis clusters to allow no more
than 7 percent of the total grapes destemmed. We immediately crushed,
destemmed and pressed, adding 50 ppm SO2 at the crusher. We settled overnight at 52° F then racked 20 percent of the juice to an oak puncheon and the
rest to a stainless steel tank. We inoculated with Siha 7 yeast, added nutrients
and fermented between 52° F and 57° F. Fermentation lasted about six weeks
and was stopped with SO2 and chilling. We chilled the tanks to 25° F for a
week for cold stability and used bentonite for heat stability. The wine sat on
the gross lees for two months and was then racked prior to plate and frame
filtering (we now use cross-flow filtration and sterile bottling). The wine was
bottle-aged for two years before release.”

Neal: This wine is starting to develop some of that creosote thing that
I love. I get ripe-tone apple. It is still showing acidity and brightness.
It is getting some of the pit, stone fruit character that gives it that nice
bitterness with that fleshy ripe fruit.

Klosterman: It has started to develop hints of petrol with that
nice warm honey, peach nose. The palate was great. It was like warm
pie with hints of barrel spice on the edges but with a great tart acid
underneath to let those riper characters hang.

Williams: This has a beautifully aged Riesling nose. It has that classic
petrol characteristic, but beyond that this just smells like Riesling. I love
the mouthfeel. I think it has a really nice soft cider finish on it. This is my
kind of wine.

Bertheau/Stuckey: Extremely good color for Riesling this age.
There is an amazing balance between a meaty savoriness and a delicacy
at the same time. That is what happens to Riesling when it ages. It had
good phenolics and delicacy to start, and it just starts layering on this
savoriness, almost like grilled pears. I’m impressed with the freshness.

Quillé: I get honey. It was a riper vintage, and you can almost taste
the sun in the wine. The aged Riesling character is coming out with a
lot of rosemary savory quality. It is very dry with a spicy finish. It is living
well, and I like the spicy baked apple finish.

Nicault: There is great complexity, and the aging is going the right
way with beautiful color and that incredible hint of saffron and almost
cinnamon. The mouth is still lively with some creaminess. There is good
balance with the acidity. There is complexity with the freshness of floral
character. I like this a lot.

Weis: There is earthiness and petrol in the nose. There is a bit of
fennel in the taste. When the wine was younger, it was probably well
integrated, but now it is headed toward bitterness. The acidity is
still there.

Merwarth: There are definitely some developed aromas. It has lost
almost all of its primary fruit. There is good concentration on the palate
with an uptick of alcohol on the finish. There is a nice blood orange
type of acidity and very good concentration.

Irelan: I get the petrol aromatics, along with some earthiness. It is
supple with some mintiness. On the palate there is ripe melon and
peach. Then that earthiness returns in the finish.
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Brooks
2010 Ara Willamette Valley Riesling
(11.5% alc.) $25, RS 0.47, TA .98, pH 2.92
Brooks winery was founded in 1998 by visionary Portland native Jimi
Brooks. When Jimi unexpectedly passed away in September 2004, friends

graciously came forward to donate their time and energy by taking separate
lots of grapes and carrying on the tradition of making Riesling and Pinot
Noir. Chris Williams was among them, having worked with Jimi at WillaKenzie Estate and at Maysara Winery. Williams became the full-time
winemaker in 2006.

According to Williams:
“We look for good fruit character with low residual sugar and a round acidity
but with a dry finish. We expect stone fruit and orange in the aromas and
flavor. Ara Riesling is a 50/50 blend of two vineyards: our estate vineyard
and Yamhill Vineyard. Soil is volcanic and sedimentary, with elevations
ranging from 450 feet at
Yamhill to 750 feet at our estate
vineyard. Spacing at the estate
is 9x4 feet for standard trellis
and 9x5 feet for Scott Henry.
Yamhill is planted 8.5x4.5 feet
or 1,132 vines per acre.
“The estate vineyard has been
Demeter-certified Biodynamic
since 2002. We use Geisenheim
clones 110 and 100 taken from
cuttings from the original Erath
holdings. Yamhill has Colmar
as well. All are planted to their own roots, which helps with our dry farming
techniques. We allow the vineyards to determine what we do each vintage.
We wait to hedge until shoots drop. We do a little leaf pulling in cool years.
The estate plants are large and well-spaced, so we have little Botrytis issues.
We average 2.5 to 3.5 tons per acre.
“We pick based primarily on taste profiles. The fruit here is very late to
ripen. We never have over-ripe fruit. We want there to be plenty of acid and
low sugar to keep the alcohol low. We look for flavor development to pick,
or we pick when the fruit can’t possibly survive any more rain. Grapes are
hand-picked, and the crew sorts as they pick. Whole cluster goes directly to
the press, and no SO2 is added. We will settle the juice for one to two days at
55° F. Estate fruit gets fermented using native yeast; Yamhill uses X5 and X16.
Fermentation temps are 45° F to 52° F, which is ambient outside temperature.
We chill and add SO2 to stop fermentation. We chill in outside tanks for cold
stability, add bentonite for heat stability and then cross-flow and sterile-filter.
The wine is aged two to three years before release.”
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Tasting Notes
Williams: I get nice lime aromatics with pretty fruit and almost peel
characteristics. In the mouth there is a combination of a tropical lychee
character with sweet pink grapefruit on the finish. There is bright acid
with a little chalky character. It fully encompasses the palate.

Klosterman: It started up with nice stone fruit and warmed into
citrus, lemon peel with good florals. I love the palate with laser focus
acidity, minerality and then length for days. It’s great.
Neal: I get a floral tone with some herbs and beeswax. It got rounder
as it warmed up. On the palate I definitely got the lime citrus. This is my
kind of Riesling: dry and focused. I got some white peach, but then the
length and minerality were spot on.

Bertheau/Stuckey: There is a lot of citrus with some apricot. It
is bracing with acidity, more on the austere side. It is a very tight,
elegantly styled wine. I get a lot of lemon with more mineral and some
earthy, mushroom notes. There is a rich spice, almost like nutmeg. It is
tart and mouth-puckering.

Nicault: I get a lot of green apple. The acidity brings a bit of bitterness. It is a leaner, more acidic wine. I think this would be a good food
wine. It should age well. It is 2010 already, and it is showing no age, yet.

Quillé: It is flinty with orange blossom and slight alcohol. It is very
tart with a lot of peach. It is very austere. There is some untypical aging
(UTA) but just enough to make it interesting. There is a lemon rind finish
and just a hint of bitterness.
Weis: There is minerality with some slight petrol. There is a nice
mid-palate in the mouth with a strong backbone of acidity. In a couple
of years it might be better harmonized.

Irelan: For 2010 it shows very young with bright minerality and a
smidgen of petrol. The flavors have yet to develop. It is very tart midpalate, and that tartness continues into the finish where it lingers.
Merwarth: When you taste in the vineyard, I link ripeness when the
flavor goes from that strict lime to lemon and other fruit. This is tart and
puckers with lime acidity. It is bone dry with very good concentration.
The flavors are dense with some grip on the finish.
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Argyle Winery
2011 Eola-Amity Hills Riesling
(11.5% alc.) $20, RS 1.3, .78 TA, 3.16 pH
Rollin Soles started Argyle Winery in 1987. Eccentric and opinionated,
he became a renowned vintner and Willamette Valley pioneer. In 2012 he
retired, naming Argyle’s enologist Nate Klosterman as his successor. Klosterman came to Argyle in 2005 to work the harvest, with a bachelor’s degree
in food science from the University of Minnesota and experience at a small
winery in Red Wing, Minnesota.

According to Klosterman:
“We try to focus on purity of fruit, elegance and
balance. We want a depth of flavor, along with
an acid tension, and we want a wine that will age.
The grapes for this wine come from two parcels of
Lone Star Vineyard planted to 5x3 foot spacings.
The elevation is 300 to 400 feet with an eastern
exposure and volcanic soil.
“The Riesling vineyard was planted in 2002 and
2005 using Riparia gloire 1616 C rootstock and the
Geisenheim 110 clone. The rootstock, along with

high-density plantings (3,000 vines per acre), helps to de-vigor the vines and
concentrate flavors. The vineyard is certified sustainable and uses irrigation
when needed. We leaf the east side of vines after fruit set and leaf both sides
after all the 90-degree weather is over. We will drop fruit to control crop size,
usually shooting for 2.5 to 3 tons per acre. We use no Botrytis sprays so what
Botrytis we get is in the wine.
“We determine picking primarily by flavor, but we monitor Brix, pH and
TA. We want that face-melting acid to soften to clean, crisp acidity and the
flavors to move from green apple to ripe, fleshy fruit flavors. We look for
seeds to harden and start to change from green to brown. We keep a keen eye
on the weather forecast. In 2011 we picked on Nov. 4. We usually harvest with
pH in the 2.9 to 3.1 range with .9 to 1.1 total acidity and 19.5° to 22° Brix.
“We sort in the vineyard. Grapes are picked into quarter-ton bins and
then stacked in a cold room to chill overnight. We whole cluster press at low
pressure, adding 30 ppm SO2 at pressing. We cold-settle the pressed juice for
one to two months at 33° F. We propagate QA 23 yeast in sterile-filtered juice,
growing our starter bit by bit, incorporating slow oxygen drip in the juice.
We add 200 ppm DAP and 100 ppm Bioferm after inoculation. We ferment
between 50° F and 59° F. Wine ferments in stainless steel tanks, but a portion
is fermented in neutral barrels and allowed to go dry. We stop tank fermentation when we reach the balancing point, using 80 ppm SO2 and chilling.
The wine sits on lees for seven months at 33° F. We’ll use casein to polish
the phenolic edges and prevent premature browning. We’ll use bentonite for
protein stability if necessary. We cross-flow filter and sterile-bottle the wine,
then we bottle-age for two to six months before release.”

F E B 2 5 & 2 6, 2 014
LEARN~CONNECT~GROW
New executive/owner business track
Expanded trade show and reception
featuring the wines of Southern Oregon
English to Spanish translation now
offered both days in select sessions
Learn More:
www.symposium.oregonwine.org
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Tasting Notes
Klosterman: I get a lot of white peach and nectarine with some white
florals. There is a bit of creamy yeast character. The mid-palate is fleshy
and round with lots of juiciness but still has that acid backbone to carry it

Weis: I get some notes of lime
with ripe yellow apple. It has nice
body and good balance of sugar and acid.

through to the finish.

Williams: I got a lot of the white peach aromatically and a hint of thyme
herbaceous character, which I like. The palate has yellow fleshy peach
and is super juicy. The finish has a bit of guava character. It has great
weight on the palate. I like the sweetness and the matched acidity to it.

Quillé: There is a very fruity
nose with some honey and a little
mint that makes it fresher on the
palate. There is some nice peach
on the finish, almost like chewing peach skin that lends it a nice bit of
bitterness that I like.

Neal: This has exotic floral character. There is some honey tone. On the
palate is the fresh peach, along with some rind which played well with the
texture created by the sweetness.

Nicault: There is a wet stone minerality with a bit of pear and some
white flower aroma. It is a nice inviting, elegant nose. It has liveliness in
the mouth with a nice finish that has an incredible freshness to it.

Merwarth: The nose is closed with very good balance. It is round and
juicy with good concentration. The acidity is very well integrated. The

Bertheau/Stuckey: I adore the gorgeous, pale color. I get gorgeous,

fruit kind of encapsules the acidity and gives it a live mouthfeel.

delicate apricot pit and lovely floral character. The finish is wonderfully
restrained and impeccably balanced. It has a delicacy of fruit but with a
length of flavor. It is extremely pleasant, and I could drink two glasses of

Irelan: There is a nice minerality with slight floral aromatics. It has nice
weight and suppleness on the palate with a great backbone of acidity.
That acidity seems to lengthen the finish. It is a very well-balanced wine
with good structure.

this before I finish this sentence.
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WASHINGTON WINE COMMISSION

Washington
Millions of years ago, rivers of lava created the Columbia Valley in Washington state. Soon after, a series of floods roared through the area. This
resulted in wind-blown loess soils on top of basalt bedrock. While much of
the Columbia Valley is high desert with high summer temperatures, cool
evening temperatures help preserve grape acids critical to producing Riesling
wine. The wide diurnal temperature shifts, along with longer sunlight hours
in the northern latitudes, allow producers to make a wide range of Riesling,
from dry to rich, Botrytized late harvest styles.
The ability of this region to grow grapes has catapulted Washington into
being the second largest wine grower in the United States, behind California.
When it comes to Riesling, though, Washington is number one domestically with more than 6,300 planted acres that produce 1.5 million cases of
Riesling annually. Chateau Ste. Michelle is the largest Riesling producer in
the world by volume. They pioneered the concept of combining Old World
philosophy and technique with New World attitude. They accomplished this
with a winemaking collaboration between their winemaker, Bob Bertheau
and famed Mosel winemaker Ernst Loosen. Poet’s Leap has also set up a
collaborative effort between their winemaker Gilles Nicault and Armin Diel
from the celebrated Schlossgut Diel in Germany.
Washington state produces all styles of Riesling, from bone dry to
medium dry, from sweet to late harvest. Washington Riesling tends to be
full-flavored, elegant wine with enough acidity to carry the fruit flavors and
promise some longevity.
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V A R I E TA L F O C U S :

Chateau Ste.
Michelle
2012 Eroica Columbia Valley Riesling
(12% alc.) $22, RS 1.66, TA .82, pH 3.0
Bob Bertheau joined Chateau Ste. Michelle in June 2003 as its white
winemaker after 16 years of winemaking in Sonoma County, California. He
was promoted to Chateau Ste. Michelle head winemaker, overseeing both
red and white programs in August 2004. Wendy Stuckey joined Chateau
Ste. Michelle as its white winemaker in 2007. Prior to joining Chateau Ste.
Michelle, Stuckey was considered one of Australia’s best white winemakers
while working at Wolf Blass Winery for 15 years. Before joining Wolf Blass,
she worked as a winemaker at Seppelt winery.

According to Bertheau and Stuckey:
“Eroica is a wine we blend for style rather than a wine from one place. We
want to balance sugar and acid, and we are looking for more lime/citrus
notes with racy acidity. We want to project a Washington-style Riesling that
is fresh, delicate and complex.
“This wine combines fruit
from eight different cool-climate
vineyards. Most of the vineyards
have volcanic basalt base with
sandy loam or caliche soil.
Elevations run between 800 and
1,500 feet. Vine spacings are
primarily 5x7 feet. In the vineyards we are looking to extend
hang time to achieve ripeness at
low sugars, which gives us the
delicacy we are looking for. We don’t want sun on the grapes, but we do need
airflow in and around the canopy. We might incorporate a light leaf pull on
the a.m. side, and we make sure no bunches are touching. We try to match
the crop to the site and vintage, carrying 5 to 7 tons at most sites, except the
coolest sites in cool years, which we reduce to get to the finish line.
“All of the vines are own-rooted and primarily the Geisenheim 110 clone.
Because we haven’t had phylloxera here, we have older vines. Those older
vines tend to give more intensity to the wines although site overrides vine
age. Irrigation is a key tool, and we handle each block differently, trying to
customize the canopy. Generally, Riesling vines require twice the water given
to our Cabernet vines.
“We try to let them hang unless the weather demands that we pick. We
determine when to pick by checking sugar, acidity, pH, vine health and taste,
waiting for breaking through the ‘acid bag’ stage and getting some flavor
development. We usually pick between 21° and 23° Brix.
“The grapes are all machine-harvested and go directly to the press where
50 ppm SO2 is added at the drain pan. Juice sits overnight then gets racked
to trucks and taken to our Woodinville facility. We settle at 40° F after adding
enzymes to help settle solids. We rack off that enhanced settling very clean
(NTU less than 100). We warm the juice to 55° F to 60° F, add Fermaid and
DAP and about 2 pounds of bentonite, along with Vin-13 and other aromatic

yeasts. We ferment between 55° F and 60° F, depending on
the rate we are seeing and the RS target, but will let temps
get up to 60° F to 63° F to keep the yeast active. Fermentation takes 10 to 14 days.
“We stop fermentation by chilling. Most lots are centrifuged with more bentonite. We will blend to get the RS
and acidity where we want it then cross-flow and sterilefilter. We play close attention to CO2 levels because we feel
it lifts the fruit in the glass and brightens the palate and
finish. Wine gets three months’ bottle age before release.”

Tasting Notes
Bertheau/Stuckey: Beautiful pale green color. There is lime rind,
mandarin flower and orange rind in the aroma with a floral component.
It is tight with good tension between the acidity and the sugar. The
citrus aromas come through on the palate, and the flavor lingers on the
back of the palate with acidity and makes you salivate and want to eat
some food.

Quillé: It has a clean, minty, melon nose, which I find elegant and
smooth. On the palate, there was a lot of CO2, almost a distraction.
There is a sweet and sour on the palate, and the CO2 gives a kind of
soda pop experience, which is nice. Very clean, smells like money.

Nicault: It is beautiful. I like the freshness and crispness of it. It is lively
and vibrant with perfect balance of sugar and acidity. It is connected
from the beginning to the mid-palate to the finish. It is all together.

Neal: I get citronella right off the bat and melded into honeycomb. It
has developed CO2, and I definitely get that hit with the mouth-filling
palate. Citrus and a little bit of lime. It seems to have the most
residual sugar that we’ve had, but it is not out of balance with the
acid. Nice wine.

Williams: Through the whole thing, I’m getting a sort of gala apple
character. It has a real lime characteristic to it as well. It is sweet on the
entry with apple. I like the balance with the acidity. Good length but it
needs more time.

Klosterman: Fresh cut straw and honeydew, leading into bright
peach and apple. It has a big, rich generous palate, but the acid needs
time to settle down a bit.
Irelan: This has a floral nose with some nice peach and minerality.
The floral continues on the palate with a wet-stone quality on the palate
and finish.

Weis: I get a hint of peach with straightforward CO2, which gives a nice
brightness to the whole taste. I like the acid structure.
Merwarth: I get sort of a fruit salad on the aromas. It has medium
weight with a very good balance. It has a long palate but a bit of a short
finish. It is very well balanced with acidity and fruit.
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Riesling
dat a sheet

Oregon

Winery

Coeur de Terre
Vineyard

Brooks

Argyle Winery

Wine

2006 Willamette Valley Dry Riesling,
12.2% Alc. $19

2010 Ara Willamette Valley Riesling,
11.5% Alc. $25

2011 Eola-Amity Hills Riesling,
11.5% Alc. $20

Winemaker

Scott Neal

Chris Williams

Nate Klosterman

Style Goals

Dry style Riesling with the ability to
age and elevate over time.

Alsatian style, looking for good fruit
character with low residual sugar and
nice acidity.

Purity of fruit with elegance and
balance with depth and tension and
ageability.

Vineyard

Hyland

50% Estate/50% Yamhill

Lone Star Vineyard

AVA

Willamette Valley/McMinnville

Willamette Valley

Eola-Amity Hills

Predominant Geology
(soil type)

Jory

Volcanic/sedimentary

Volcanic

Elevation

750 feet

750 and 450 feet

300 to 400 feet

Vine Spacing

10x6 feet

9x4 feet/9x5 or 8.5x4.5 feet

3x5 feet

Rootstock

Own-rooted

Own-rooted

Riparia, 1616

Exposure

South

East/South

East

Clones

Uncertain, very old vineyard

Geisenheim 110/100 or Colmar

Geisenheim 110

Irrigation or Dry-farmed

Dry-farmed

Dry-farmed

Irrigation

Farming (organic,
biodynamic, traditional)

Traditional

Biodynamic

Certified sustainable

Production

2.5 tons/acre

2.5 to 3.5 tons/acre

3 tons or less

Vineyard Practices

Some leaf pulling east side, green thin at Wait to hedge until shoots drop; do a
veraison, aggressive shoot positioning
little leaf pulling in cool vintages

Leaf east side at veraison, both sides in
fall, no Botrytis spray, crop control

When to Pick

Combination of flavor and grape
chemistry and watching the weather

By taste or when they can't survive
hanging through rain

Flavor, Brix, pH, TA, seed maturity and
weather forecast

SO2

50 ppm at crusher, 30 ppm post
fermentation

None

30 ppm at pressing, 80 ppm to stop
fermentation

Crush Format

Sort for leaves and mildew, allow max of
7% Botrytis; destem, crush and press

Straight to press

Chilled overnight in cold room before
pressing; whole fruit pressed

Settling

24 hours at 52° F

24 to 48 hours at 55° F

Cold settled at 35° F 1 to 2 months

Yeast

Siha 7

Native for estate/X5 and X16

QA 23 propagated in winery

Fermentation Temperature

52° F then ramp up to 57° F to ensure
completion of fermentation

45° F to 52° F

54° F to 60° F

Fermentation Technique

Control temperature 52° F to 57° F

Control temperature 45° F to 52° F

Tank ferment stopped at balancing
point

Nutrients

Superfood half at onset of fermentation,
about 2 lbs per 1,000 gal

None

200 ppm DAP, 100 ppm Bioferm after
innoculation

Tank Type

Stainless

Stainless

Stainless/neutral oak barrels

Racking

Left on lees 2 months, then racked prior
to filtering

N/A

Rack once after 7 months on lees

Cold Stability

Chill to 25° F for one week

Chill in outside tanks

Sludge test

Heat Stability

Bentonite

Bentonite

Bentonite, if necessary

Filtration

Plate and frame, then sterile cartridge

Cross-flow and sterile filter

Cross-flow, sterile to bottle

Bottle Age

2 years

2 to 3 years

2 to 6 months

V I N E YA R D DATA
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Riesling
dat a sheet

Washington

Winery

Chateau Ste. Michelle

Pacific Rim

Long Shadows

Wine

Wine

2012 Eroica Columbia Valley Riesling,
12% Alc. $22

2011 Columbia Valley Dry Riesling,
12.5% Alc. $10

2012 Poet’s Leap Columbia Valley
Riesling, 12.9% Alc. $20

Wine

Winemaker

Bob Bertheau/Wendy Stuckey

Nicolas Quillé/Steven Sealock

Armin Diel/Gilles Nicault

Winem

Style Goals

Project Washington style: fresh,
delicate and complex with lime/citrus
notes and racy acidity. Blended for
style rather than single terroir.

100% American Riesling on the
smoother side of dry. Aged on lees
for 6 months to add creaminess.
Aim for less than 12.5% alcohol.

Trying to make an off-dry and
lively Riesling showing perfect
balance between residual sugar,
acidity and flavor.

Style G

Vineyard

Eight different vineyards

Several

Four different vineyards

Vineya

AVA

Columbia Valley with sub AVA: 19%
Horse Heaven hills, 48% Yakima Valley

Columbia Valley

Columbia Valley

AVA

V I N E YA R D DATA

V I N E YA

Predominant Geology
(soil type)

Volcanic basalt base with sandy loam
soils

Wind blown loess on basalt base

Volcanic with sandy loam

Predom
(soil ty

Elevation

800 to 1,500 feet

900 to 1,100 feet

About 1,000 feet

Elevati

Vine Spacing

Varies, mostly 5x7 feet

8x6 feet (907 vines/acre)

Varies

Vine Sp

Rootstock

Everything own-rooted

Own-rooted

Own-rooted

Rootsto

Exposure

Various

South

Varies

Exposu

Clones

Mostly Geisenheim 110

110, 198, 90, 239

239, 190, 98

Clones

Irrigation or Dry-farmed

Irrigated

Irrigated

Irrigated

Irrigati

Farming (organic,
biodynamic, traditional)

Mostly traditional with small amount
organic

Traditional

Traditional

Farmin
biodyn

Production

5 to 6 tons/acre

4.5 to 6 tons/acre

4.5 tons/acre

Produc

Vineyard Practices

Low direct sunlight. Canopies flopped
over to Calif. sprawl. Some light leaf
pull, need cover for longer growing
season. No afternoon sunlight

Keep leaves on, only remove in cool
vintage. Little intervention. Shoot
thinning to avoid congestion. Build
canopy fast before shutting it down

Thin leaves, clusters and green shoots
inside canopy to decrease congestion.
Leave generous foliage on outside to
protect from sun. Hand picked

Vineya

When to Pick

Sugar, acid, pH, taste for break through
“acid bag” stage. Usually between 21°
to 23° Brix

Pick by acid levels and flavors, but want
to control Brix; will consider water add if
too high

Go mostly by flavor, but watch sugar
and acidity

When t

SO2

40 to 50 ppm at drain pan

35 ppm after pressing; no more until
after aging.

60 ppm in juice at settling

SO2

Crush Format

Machine harvested

Machine harvested

Whole cluster press

Crush F

Settling

Settle before shipping, then rack and
ship to Woodinville; second enzyme
enhanced settling at 40° F; clean juice,
less than 100

24 hours at 36° F

48 hours at 40° F

Settling

Yeast

Various. DV-10 and Vin-13 workhorses

100% native yeast

RHST, WA 27

Yeast

Fermentation Temperature

50° F to 55° F

55° F or lower; try to burn 1° Brix per
day.

60° F

Fermen

Fermentation Technique

Ferment on bentonite

Turn off cooling at 5° Brix to all fermentation to finish

Drop temps near finish to facilitate
stopping fermentation where wanted

Fermen

Nutrients

Fermaid and DAP pre-ferment

Fermaid to start and DAP.; try for 220
YAN

Fermaid K, 3.3 lbs/1,000 gal at racking

Nutrien

Tank Type

Stainless

Stainless

Closed stainless, one 360 gal wood
tank

Tank Ty

Racking

Centrifuged after stop ferment, then
SO2 and bentonite added

Age on lees for 6 months, then rack
once

Once at blending

Racking

Cold Stability

Some traditional, some STARS electrodialysis

Electrodialysis

By chilling wine to 30° F

Cold St

Heat Stability

Absolutely

Usually stable after lees aging. If not 1 lb
5 lbs bentonite/1,000 gal
bentonite/1,000 gal

Heat St

Filtration

Most cross-flow to sterile

Cross-flow before electrodialysis

Cross-flow

Filtrati

Bottle Age

3 months

2 to 6 months based on sales

3 months

Bottle

W I N E M A K I N G DATA
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Riesling
dat a sheet

New York

Winery

Dr. Konstantin Frank’s Hermann J. Wiemer
Vinifera Wine Cellars Vineyard

Red Tail Ridge Winery

Wine

2012 Dry Riesling Finger Lakes,
11.6% Alc. $15

2011 Reserve Estate Dry Riesling,
12.7% Alc. $29

2012 Finger Lakes Dry Riesling RTR
Vineyard, 12% Alc. $19

Winemaker

Peter Weiss/Mark Veraguth

Frederick Merwarth

Nancy Irelan

Style Goals

We try for a combination of minerality
with lemon citrus, apple and blossom
aromas. Balanced acidity w/slight
residual enhances floral notes and
brings out tangerine flavors.

Make a dry Spatlese style with
weight and balanced dryness.

Looking for wine with balanced
sugar and acidity. Focused
mineral with lime and citrus
character. Full mouthfeel with
tart, long finish.

Vineyard

Mostly Keuka Lake Vineyard

HJW Vineyard, Magdalena
Vineyard, Josef Vineyard

RTR Estate Vineyard

AVA

Finger Lakes

Seneca Lake

Finger Lakes

Predominant Geology
(soil type)

Mardin and Volusia soils w/ shallow
rocky eroded soils

Aurora silt loam/Honeoye silt loam

Aurora, slightly basic alluvial clay

Elevation

1,300 feet

750 feet

580 feet

Vine Spacing

9x5 feet

HJW 8x4, Magdalena 8x3.3, Josef 8x6

3x8 feet

Rootstock

3309

SO4, 5C, 3309, 5BB

3309, 101-14

Exposure

East facing

Various

Eastern exposure, lake effect

Clones

N90, 239, 356

Original HJW material, 239, 198, 49, 68 110, 90

Irrigation or Dry-farmed

Dry-farm

Dry-farm

Irrigation based on level of stress

Farming (organic,
biodynamic, traditional)

Sustainable

Organic/organic sustainable

Traditional

Production

3.5 tons/acre

2.3 to 3.4 tons/acre

4 to 6 lbs per vine

Vineyard Practices

VSP with moveable wires, leaf pulling
and hedging

Cover crops, hill-up, hill-down, trellised for halbbogen and hand picked

No leaf pulling or cluster thinning
required

When to Pick

By judging flavors

By taste with respect to Dry Riesling
blend

Taste, sugar/acid balance, seed
maturity, skin/pulp, sensory

SO2

30 ppm on grapes

Post primary fermentation

40 ppm at crusher, target FSO2 above
0.7 molecular at bottling

Crush Format

Selective picking, then destem, and
crush to press

Extensive vineyard selection, sorting
at winery, then whole cluster press

Destem, whole berry press

Settling

24 to 48 hours at 50° F

18 to 24 hours

1 to 2 days based on juice clarity at
45° F

Yeast

Native yeast and cervisiae

Native yeast

Commercial Epernay

Fermentation Temperature

59° F

58° F

60° F to 65° F

itate
wanted

Fermentation Technique

Cold soak high acid grapes 6 to 8 days
Encourage aeration; slow ferments 6
to increase fruit character without
to 8 months
phenolic build up

Normal in small stainless steel tanks

t racking

Nutrients

DAP after 1/3 fermented if needed

None

Fermaid at onset of fermentation
activity, late DAP depending on
kinetics

Tank Type

Stainless

Stainless

Small stainless

Racking

After fermentation and at blending

Once, post primary fermentation

After fermentation and after cold
stabilization

Cold Stability

Natural in outdoor tanks

Ambient winery temperature

Chill and seed with cream of tartar, if
necessary

Heat Stability

Naturally heat stable

Never

Bentonite, if necessary, according to
bench trials

Filtration

Cross-flow after racking, then sterile
filtered for bottling

Cross-flow

Sterile filtered

Bottle Age

Several months

3 months

3 to 4 months

lley

ar,

n shoots
ngestion.
tside to
d

h sugar

wood
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Riesling
Riesling

V A R I E TA L F O C U S :

Pacific Rim
2011 Columbia Valley Dry Riesling
(12.5% alc.) $10, RS 0.90, TA .76, pH 3.0
Nicolas Quillé is the winemaker/general manager for Pacific Rim. He

was born in Lyon, France to a family that had been in the wine business
for three generations. He studied winemaking in Dijon, Burgundy and
Reims, Champagne. He worked at wineries in France and America,
including Martin Prieur’s Domaine Jacques Prieur and Antonin
Rodet, and then J. Lohr Vineyards & Wines and Hogue Cellars as
winemaker. More recently he worked for Bonny Doon Vineyard as
general manager under the protective wings of Randall Grahm. Riesling
captured his attention more than any other varietal, and 98 percent of
Pacific Rim’s production is dedicated to Riesling.

According to Quillé:
“We want to make a pure American Riesling that is fresh, fruity and
affordable yet with some complexity. The grapes come from large
vineyards in the Yakima Valley at some of the highest elevations in
the valley, 900 to 1,100 feet. The elevations protect the vines from frost
issues, but the soil is poor, providing very little vigor to the vines. Vine
spacing is 9x7 or 8x6 feet with mostly southern exposures. We have four
different German clones: 110, 198, 90 and 239 on own-rooted vines. The
clones were selected for
diversity and resistance to
Botrytis. Most of the dry
Riesling uses the 110 and
198 clones.
“All of the vineyards are
irrigated. We do as little
leaf pulling as possible to
preserve acidity. We try
to keep the sun off of the
fruit to prevent bitterness.
We like a closed canopy and use a drooping VSP. We shoot-thin to avoid
congestion and will drop fruit, depending on vintage conditions, to
control crop size. We usually get 4.5 to 6 tons per acre. Grapes for our
dry Riesling are picked late. We watch acid levels, looking for high acid
around .85 and Brix in the 21.5° to 23° range. We will pick samples, crush
them and see how the juice settles. When the lees start to compact in the
samples, we find we will get better flavor and taste in the fruit.
“All of the grapes are machine-harvested. It takes six to eight hours to
get the picked fruit to the winery, so there is some maceration and skin
contact, which we like. The fruit goes straight to the press. Thirty ppm
SO2 is added after pressing but no more until after aging. We settle for
24 hours at 38° F, then rack and warm the juice to 58° F. We will add
nutrients, shooting for a YAN of 220. We use native yeast, and we build
our own cultures bit by bit and add to the juice. We shoot for a drop of 1°
Brix per day during fermentation, which is carried out at 55° F or lower.
Once we get to 5° Brix, we turn off the cooling to let fermentation finish.
Total fermentation time is about one month.
“After fermentation, the wine sits on the lees for six months, stirring
the lees once a week early on and then with less frequency as time goes

on. This lends creaminess and
body to the wine and often makes
it heat-stable. No SO2 is added till
bottling. We will rack, cross-flow
and sterile-filter, and use electrodialysis for cold stability. We will
bottle-age for two to six months
before release based on sales.”

Tasting Notes
Quillé: This is a pretty classic style with apricot, brown sugar fruit.
It is fruity and clean with some yeast. It is pretty dry with a nice level
of CO2. It is clean and sharp.
Bertheau/Stuckey: This is a richer, riper-style Riesling. It has
more of the ripe peach. It is a year older. This is a riper style with
slightly lower acidity, more along the peach side yet drier at the
same time. There is a rich honey character that is very nice.

Nicault: I like the texture of this. It has a Rhône oiliness to it. You
have that bright pitted fruit of peach and apricot with some good
citrus. There is a nice brightness at the center. It is a dry Riesling,
but there is a creaminess to the mouthfeel that I like.

Merwarth: This is a bit reductive on the nose with some bruised
apple. It is light and a little giving up front and then opens up quite
a bit on the palate where the acidity sits. Then it finishes pretty
direct on the end of the palate.

Irelan: There is a flinty earthiness on the nose. The palate has
more of that floral component with maybe some fennel seed. The
texture is light up front with more mouthfeel mid-palate, but then it
is abrupt in the finish.

Weis: It has some clove or fennel with a bit of honey in the nose
that carries into the mid-palate but less the finish. There is some
definite Botrytis character. The sugar balance on the palate is good.

Neal: I get peach and some mint and spice. I also like that CO2
freshness. It is like spicy peach pie on the palate followed by that
freshness. And I got a bit of tannin.

Williams: I get a lot of peach aromas with nice lime notes in the
background. Palate-wise, I get this real classic Riesling taste to it.
The palate has nice weight to it, and I like the acidity of this wine.

Klosterman: It borders on briny with tropical guava aromas then
warming up to stone fruit. It has a round, rich mouthfeel, teetering on
phenolic oil and nectarine pit on the finish with plenty of round acid.
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V A R I E TA L F O C U S :

Long Shadows
2012 Poet’s Leap Columbia Valley Riesling
(12.9% alc.) $20, RS 1.25, TA .78, pH 3.04
Gilles Nicault has served as director of winemaking and viticulture since
Long Shadows’ inception in 2003. His Poet’s Leap Riesling is made in
collaboration with Armin Diel, one of Germany’s most acclaimed Riesling

producers, whose family has owned the celebrated estate of Schlossgut Diel
since 1802. Nicault grew up in southern France and graduated from the
University of Avignon with a degree in viticulture and enology. He honed
his craft in Cotes du Rhône, Provence and Champagne, before traveling to
Washington state in 1994. He worked for Staton Hills and Hogue Cellars
before joining Woodward Canyon in 1996, where he was named head of
enology and production in 1999.

According to Nicault:
“Our goal is to make an off-dry Riesling that is lively and vibrant, showing
the perfect balance between residual sugar, acidity and flavor. We use fruit
from four different vineyards and make the wine in separate lots. Vintage
influences the composition.
“Soils are volcanic-based with sandy loam. The elevations are around
1,000 feet with varying vine spacings and exposures. Clones are primarily
239, 190 and 98, and everything is ownrooted. We farm traditionally, thinning
leaves, clusters and green shoots inside the
canopy to decrease congestion. We make sure
to leave generous foliage on the outside to
protect from direct sun. We use irrigation to
control shoot length, help with bloom and
set and keep vines stress-free. We generally
harvest 5 tons per acre, but we will drop fruit,
if necessary, in cold years.
“We want to pick before the fruit gets too
ripe. We like the fruit to come in at less than
23° Brix with pH in the 3.0 to 3.15 range.
We taste, waiting for flavor but making sure
ANDREA JOHNSON
we still have good acidity. Grapes are handpicked into half-ton picking bins and go
directly to the press for whole cluster pressing. Enzymes are added in the
press, and that, along with the stems, allows us to press gently with fewer
rotations, which leads to less phenolic juice.
“We settle for 48 hours at 40° F then do a clear racking, adding three
pounds of Fermaid K per 1,000 gallons. We warm the juice to 55° F and
add yeast (RHST, WA 27 and VL 3). We ferment between 55° F and 62° F
but drop temps to 50° F when we near the end. Fermentations run about
two weeks. We chill to stop fermentation and add 60 ppm SO2. We allow the
wine to sit on the lees in airtight tanks. We add bentonite for heat stability,
cross-flow filter and sterile-bottle. We also like to monitor CO2 because
it elevates all of the aroma and flavor elements and helps with aging. The
wine gets three months’ bottle age before release.”
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POET’S LEAP
RIESLING
C O LU M B I A VA L L E Y

Tasting Notes
Nicault: The nose shows a lot of citrus, orange rind and floral
notes of cut flowers and jasmine. There is white peach with some
dry apricot and white honey. Good acidity in the mouth with a slight
sugar coating. There is peach flavor and a long finish with good
acidity that makes the wine come alive.

Bertheau/Stuckey: This has a similar fruit style to the Eroica. The
difference is that this shows a bit more richness and complexity from
the lees. The Eroica is a bit tighter, brighter, fruitier, whereas this has a
bit more roundness, expanse and complexity from the yeast contact.
Beautiful wine that could and should age very well.

Quillé: It is yeasty and slightly reductive on the nose but clean on
the palate. It is slightly sweet on entry, but the finish is balanced. It’s a
bit hot from the alcohol.
Irelan: I get some nice minerality in the aromatics with a bread
crust or almond meal. The wine is very young with nice green apple
on the mid-palate and a strong citrus component on the finish.

Merwarth: The aromas are pretty closed, but there is green apple.
It is light and refreshing on the palate with crisp, structural acid. It is
very direct and doesn’t oscillate a lot on the palate.

Weis: The aromas are still closed. I get green apple in the wine with
good acid that keeps it fresh and crisp.

Williams: This has good flavor and is light on the palate. The acidity
is really nice and gives the wine a great finish. There are straight
phenolics, making this a clean, pretty wine.

Neal: I think sulfites are masking this as well and making it a bit
vegetal; I like the palate astringency. It is round on the palate from
ripe fruit, not sugar. There is some of that barely ripe peach flavor
with slight bitterness that I like.

Klosterman: A bit of sulfite, typical of young wine. There is an
aroma of hops. It is clean on the palate. It has a warm, round palate
that speaks of peach pit tannins. It is a bit spiky on the finish, either
from acid or alcohol.

SENSORIEL® Range

What if the terroir you most desire was the one you were about to create?

34 - Morello cherry
30 - Rosewood
28 - Blackberry
26 - Violet
24 - Truffle
20 - Mocha
18 - Roasted
16 - Caramel
14 - Honey
12 - Flint
10 - Oak

Your next vintage lies ahead of you - what are your dreams for your 2013 wines? How can
you ensure your goals are reached? Now you have a tool which gives you the means to
make the wine you desire - the SENSORIEL® barrel range from Cadus. With SENSORIEL®’s
guaranteed results you can orchestrate the aromatic profile of your wine to reveal its own
unique qualities. Together with an expert from Cadus you choose which barrel from the
SENSORIEL® range is right to bring forward the particular characters of
your wine you wish to enhance: vanilla, berry fruit, almond… From the
first degustation of your wine the quality of the work that has gone into
its creation, the sense of innovation, will be evident. Your wine is unique,
it’s how you made it.

See the SENSORIEL® Range at www.tonnelleriecadus.com

CADUS

Riesling
Riesling

V A R I E TA L F O C U S :

New York
New York’s Finger Lakes region is truly beautiful, sitting about five hours northwest of Manhattan. The actual lakes were carved out
by successive waves of glaciers. Those glaciers deposited large amounts of shale throughout the area, and it is thought that this shale
gives Finger Lakes Riesling its distinctive minerality. Rieslings from the area have crisp acid with complex, bright fruit character.
The freshwater lakes that comprise Finger Lakes are very deep, with Seneca Lake the deepest at 632 feet, and they have an enormous
effect on the vineyards. Vineyards are planted on mountains around and between the lakes that range from 800 to 2,000 feet in
elevation. Vineyards slope toward the lakes. This is critical. In the winter, cold air drains naturally to the lakes. In the spring, cool air
from the lakes slows the start of bloom while in the fall warm air from the lakes protects against early frosts.
Grapes have been grown in the area since 1829, but it wasn’t until the arrival of Konstantin Frank in 1953 that growers started
experimenting with vinifera vines and different rootstocks. Riesling was quickly identified as a varietal that could thrive in the coolclimate region, and by 1970 other pioneers like Hermann Weimer and Charles Fournier were planting vinifera vines. Currently the
Finger Lakes is home to more than 200 producers, farming 850 acres of Riesling and producing 220,000 cases.
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DR. KONSTANTIN FRANK

Riesling
Riesling

V A R I E TA L F O C U S :

Dr. Konstantin
Frank’s Vinifera
Wine Cellars
2012 Dry Riesling Finger Lakes
(11.6%) Alc. $15, RS .65, TA .78, pH 2.85
Peter Hans Weis is the winemaker for Dr. Konstantin Frank’s Vinifera
Wine Cellars, specializing in German grape varieties. He grew up in the

Mosel region of Germany where his father ran a small vineyard and winery.
He attended the technical school for winemaking and viticulture at Bad
Kreuznach in Germany. He worked for four different German wineries and
one California winery prior to joining the Frank winemaking team in 2006.

According to Weis:
“We are trying for minerality with straightforward fruit of lemon citrus
and apple with intriguing blossom aromas. We want to balance acidity to
enhance floral character and bring out bright flavors.
“Our vineyards average an elevation of 1,300 feet. The vines are planted in
Mardin and Volusia soils on shallow, rocky eroded slopes. There is a lot of
shale in the vineyard, which gives the fruit a complex minerality. Vineyards
are located on the west shore of Keuka Lake, facing east. Vines are planted to
9x5 foot spacings with 3309 rootstock and N90, 239 and 356 clones although
we feel site is more important than
clones. We use the different clones and
sites to produce a mosaic of styles.
“The vineyard is dry-farmed and
produces an average of 3.5 tons per
acre. Older vines have less vigor, require
less crop thinning and provide smaller
berries. We leaf pull on the morning
sun side, early on during bloom to
help reduce crop and berry size and
to maximize fruit exposure. Vines are
VSP with moveable catch wires, and we
prefer a high canopy with no hang over.
“We pick on taste, looking for an
acid/sugar balance and waiting for the
grapes to start tasting like Riesling wine.
About 60 percent of our grapes are machine-harvested, but we will do a preharvest drop of bad fruit (more of the fruit for our dry Riesling is selectively
hand-picked); then at the winery fruit is sorted for Botrytis and crushed and
pressed with no SO2. We usually settle the juice for 24 to 48 hours at 50° F,
depending on clarity. (We will cold-soak high acid grapes for six to eight days
to increase fruit character without phenolic build-up.) We use both cerevisiae
and native yeast for fermentations and will add DAP one-third of the way
into fermentation if needed. We ferment at 59° F, and fermentations run
from three weeks to two months.
“We rack after fermentation and then maintain lees contact for 10 weeks
before racking to blend. Wines are typically cold-stable by then, and we will
use bentonite for heat stability if it is needed. We cross-flow and sterile-filter
to bottle and age the wine for several months before release.”

Tasting Notes
Weis: There is nice peach and passion fruit in the nose that follows into
the taste. There is a nice balance between sugar and acid with good
limestone minerality. Crisp acid mellows out the finish.

Irelan: Nice mineral aspects in the nose, almost flinty with crunchy
peach. There is a good backbone of acidity. There is fresh nectarine, a
bit of Macintosh apple. It is mouthwatering with good citrus in the back
and a lot of minerality in the finish.

Merwarth: Good flinty qualities on the aroma. Very tight up front. It
is very well balanced with good tension and a lot of grip on the finish.
The wine is tight with structural acidity, which will pay dividends for
aging potential.

Klosterman: There is lots of white peach and floral aromatics. It has
a pretty rich mouthfeel with a hard backbone. It is very fleshy with a
great finish. It has the underlying acid of an Oregon Riesling.

Neal: I get sulfites, like it has been recently bottled, which closes the
nose off quite a bit. There is bright citrus with lots of lemon and lots of
acid. There is some of that nice bitter pit. I think the wine will flesh out a
ton in a year or two. It will have a lot more to give.

Williams: It is young and will be great with more time. It reminds
me of sweet peas, that fresh green character to it. It has a nice big
palate with lots of fruit and lots of acidity. It definitely reminds me of
Oregon Riesling.

Quillé: It is clean and slightly yeasty on the nose. It is tart with a nice
mineral character. It is very dry and maybe a bit reductive on the finish.
It is very young wine.
Nicault: This has an incredible, very delicate aromatic profile with
good intensity of white flower and jasmine and some white honey.
There is some nice white peach. I love these aromas. Great varietal
character in the mouth with crushed slate minerality at the end.
Mouthfeel holds all the way. I like this a lot.

Bertheau/Stuckey: It has elegance, a tannic structure and a nice,
beautiful textured finish. The nose is the perfect combination of apricot
and Granny Smith apples, with florals and green tea. I am most struck
by the finish. The tannins are in beautiful control. It is dry without being
bracing. I really like this.
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V A R I E TA L F O C U S :

Hermann J. Wiemer
Vineyard
2011 Reserve Estate Dry Riesling
(12.7% alc.) $29, RS 2.4, TA .81, pH 3.0
Fred Merwarth received a degree in business administration from Cornell
University, but it was the semester he spent in Germany that changed his
life. Visiting a small estate called Eguishiem, he became enamored of the

history and melding of tradition and philosophy of wine. Returning to the
Finger Lakes, he went to work as an apprentice to the legendary Hermann
J. Wiemer Vineyard in 2001. He took over as winemaker in 2003 and with
friend Oskar Bynke purchased the winery from Wiemer in 2007.

According to Merwarth:
“We are trying to achieve a German dry Spatlese style with weight and
texture on the mouthfeel with extremely balanced dryness. This wine is
made from three different vineyards. The soils are silt loams. Exposures run
from east to southeast with elevations from 600 to 750 feet. Everything is
farmed sustainably, non-certified organic.
“We feel regulating yield is the single most
important factor for concentration and balance.
We have 40 acres with vines 35 years or older, which
bring in about 2.5 tons per acre. Newer, more dense
plantings carry 3.5 tons per acre. We have five
different clones but still feel that managing yield
is more important than the individual clones. We
use no herbicides and maintain a 45-day window
between last spray and picking. We are shifting to
single cane pruning from two to three canes for
better yield management. We do no leaf pulling,
moderately shoot-position and aggressively hedge
to remove laterals. Currently, we are changing
row orientation from north/south to east/west to
increase airflow and help with erosion control.
PAUL BRISSMAN
“Generally, we pick as soon as the grapes are
good enough to make us want to eat them. Riesling provides a huge range
of ripeness, offering different styles of wines. We can pick as low as 19° Brix
or as high as 24.5° Brix. We will often have 38 to 50 different pickings. The
intent is to capture quality by taste with an eye to risk management factors,
like rain, birds and snow.
“We pick 95 percent of our grapes by hand, using 25-pound lug boxes.
There is extensive vineyard selection and thorough sorting on the press pad.
We toss bad fruit and sort lots, according to the amount of Botrytis. We whole
cluster press, using no SO2, settle 18 to 24 hours at 45° F. We rack to ferment
with native yeast, using no nutrients. We encourage aeration. Fermentation
usually starts within three to four days and ferments around 58° F. Fermentations proceed slowly, usually six to eight months.
“Post fermentation, we’ll rack and take the free SO2 to 45 to 52 ppm. Wine
is usually heat- and cold-stable naturally. We cross-flow filter, and then
sterile-filter. We try to maintain CO2 but do not add it. The wine gets about
six weeks bottle aging before release.”
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Tasting Notes
Merwarth: There is a ripe presentation to the aroma with concentration. There is a nice light honey, peach aroma. Up front the wine is still
tight, but it is expanding on the mid-palate and then comes back tight
on the finish. The sweetness is just off the front of the palate and then
finishes in a dry manner. It is clean with very good length.

Weis: There is nice fruit with a hint of orange peel, honey and peach.
The wine has a nice thickness and concentration. It is young and still
tight but has a nice balance between sugar and dryness.

Irelan: It is very young and quite tight aromatically but shows a
nice minerality. There is a tiny bit of petrol and a very soft, balanced
mouthfeel and soft texture on the palate. Very full mouthfeel for a
dry wine. There are apricot and nectarine flavors followed by lime
and citrus.

Nicault: There is dry apricot and honey, almost like fruit pie. This is a
riper style. It has an exotic, tropical nose, but it is dry and creamy in the
finish yet with great acidity to bring it up and freshen it.

Bertheau/Stuckey: This reminds me of Alsace with white flower and
apricot. There is dryness with intense fruitiness. You think it is sweet
with that orange marmalade Botrytis, but it is dry. It has richness from
Botrytis, without the sugar. It is the deeper, darker side of Riesling.

Quillé: For me this wine seems influenced by Botrytis quite a bit. It
has that waxy, hay character. It is interesting to have so much Botrytis
on such a dry wine. There is more Botrytis on the palate. It has an Old
World character for me. There is some beeswax and citronella. It is very
interesting and very different from anything we’ve tasted.

Neal: Definitely the best nose of the flight. It’s getting back to the
riper tones of peach with floral hints. There is a bit more residual sugar
and beautiful acid. I love this wine. It is crisp and feels like Riesling to
me with that sweeter tone of honey.

Klosterman: This wine has that warm apricot, honey character
with a bit of premature petrol bounce in the background. It has a rich,
generous palate with higher perceived residual sugar, but it works well
with style and has plenty of acid. It is nice wine.
Williams: This is exaggerated wine. Everything is big and lush. It’s
got super aromatics on it. I like this kind of Riesling. It has ripe fruit
character with great acid. I love this wine.
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V A R I E TA L F O C U S :

Red Tail Ridge
Winery
2012 Finger Lakes Dry Riesling RTR Vineyard
(12% alc.) $19, RS 0.7, TA .72, pH 2.98
Nancy Irelan has more than 20 years of experience in the wine industry,
including a tenure at E&J Gallo Winery where she served as vice president of
enology and viticulture technology. Along with husband Mike Schnelle, she
started Red Tail Ridge Winery in 2005. She served as an adjunct professor
in the Cornell Food Science Department. She also owns a vineyard and
winery technical consulting company called The Answer Grape, which
provides troubleshooting, consulting and contract research support to the
wine and grape industries.

According to Irelan:
“We are trying to produce a Riesling that is focused with mineral character
and lime-citrus notes. We strive for balanced sugar and acidity, full mouthfeel and a tart, long finish. In determining where to establish our vineyard
we researched several cool growing regions in the
U.S. and talked to a lot of producers before taking
the plunge in the Finger Lakes. We ended up
planting 21 acres of grapes on the eastern shore
of Seneca Lake, 14 acres of which are multiple
clones of Riesling.
“Our soil is Aurora gravel with slightly basic
alluvial clay. Our vineyard is sloped, about 580
feet above sea level with east facing terrain on the
northwest side of Seneca Lake. The vineyard is
designed to maximize drainage of both water and
air. Plantings are dense with 3x8 foot spacings.
We try to achieve uniform soil moisture throughout the vineyard. Aggressive
use of cover crops helps with this, assists with managing weeds and reduces
compaction. We will drip-irrigate if necessary but try to maintain moderate
to low vigor in the vines. No leaf pulling or shoot or cluster thinning is
required. The vines seem to balance themselves.
“We determine when to pick largely by taste. We look for sugar/acid balance,
soft phenolics in the skins and crunchy seeds. 2012 was a great vintage for
us. We did a sort of serial harvest that ran from October into November. The
grapes for our dry Riesling came in between 21° and 21.5° Brix with about
.80 TA. Grapes were hand-picked, de-stemmed and whole berry-pressed. We
added 40 ppm SO2 to the fruit at the crusher. We settle the juice for one to
two days at 45° F, depending on juice clarity.
“We try to be as anaerobic as possible in our winemaking. After settling,
we rack to small capacity, stainless steel tanks, add commercial Epernay yeast.
We like that yeast because it allows us to control the temperature and stop
fermentation when we want. We will add Fermaid at the onset of fermentation and will use DAP later on, depending on kinetics. We ferment between
58° F to 65° F, and fermentation lasts 10 to 20 days. We rack after fermentation
is completed and typically go into bottle with a free SO2 of .7 molecular. We
rack again after cold stabilization is achieved and finish our blends. Wine is
sterile-filtered and receives three to four months of bottle age before release.”
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Tasting Notes
Irelan: Crunchy peach and minerality aromatically. In the mouth there
is a backbone of acidity but with a nice full texture mid-palate. There
is a focus on minerality with lime juice and citrus components. Nice
weight on the palate with a long finish from the acidity.

Merwarth: Nice bright apple although it is still fairly closed in the
nose. It is a very young wine but has complex fruit on the palate. It has
good length and tension. Nice structural acidity and should age well.

Weis: There is nice sweet fruit, showing limestone and peach. It has
nice balance and good fruit, which makes the wine longer and fuller. The
sugar/acid balance is good even though the wine is young and tight.

Bertheau/Stuckey: There is the spiciness of Earl Grey tea. It is less
floral than the Frank but has some white grapefruit notes. It is delicate
on the palate and has balanced acidity. It is not a big wine in any way.
There is a bit of citrus. I like the palate more than the nose. I wish it had
a bit more brightness.

Nicault: It is delicate but shows the potential to open up more. It is
reduced right now a bit in the nose and palate. There is good acidity. It
is nice, well-made wine but a bit subdued right now.

Quillé: Tight in the nose. There is almost a bacterial nose here. There
is high acid and tart lemon with high phenolics on the finish. Reminds
me of vineyards with lots of sun exposure. It’s very dry; I might enjoy a
bit more sugar.

Klosterman: It is a bit closed off. I thought there might be some
yeast-driven characteristics in the background. It has a generous
texture that is phenolic-related, bordering on oily resin with great acid
underneath that makes it very interesting. I like it.

Williams: It is kind of closed aromatically with some SO2. Just needs
more time in the bottle. It has a rich palate with a lot of fruit character. It
has that river rock minerality. It is nice wine but needs more time.
Neal: It feels like this wine has gone through a filter recently which has
dumbed down the aromatics quite a bit. On the palate, there is big fruit
with lots of acid, and that will round out. There are nice pitty stone fruit
tannins that play nicely with the acid.

